Steps of Universal Reforms in Third Millennium
(According to Standard Humanism)
Human life will shine in third millennium by the administration of Worldwide Standard Human Society
By Standard Humanism & Worldwide Standard Human Society We will enter in an advanced world!!! In
that world by the administration of WSHS there would be five departments administering, controlling and
purifying all the aspects of human life (as the five top human life facts). Constructing these departments mean to
respect all our having and to respect all the desire of 7 billion mankind by the highest organization of world;
Therefore in this way all mankind by their cultures, beliefs etc. and by managing them in the hands of the most
purest & well-knowledged human beings from all countries will start something amazingly new and hence life
becomes refreshed out of the control of power-seeking, backwardness, ignorance, superstition etc. (The detailed
philosophy of Standard Humanism & Worldwide Standard Human Society is discussed in the book).

To Start - First of all people of the world need to understand what the Standard Humanism exactly is!
And then by vote for it make this belief be worldwide and visible and hence to attract the eye of
international organizations and democratic countries.
By adopting the belief and philosophy of Standard Humanism, the world would be ready to its basic
changes and reforms! And after constructing the Worldwide Standard Human Society Organization
will start the steps of global reforms of human life…
1/ in first step man becomes ready to realize, understand and accept Standard Humanism…
2/ the world goes towards the constructing of Worldwide Standard Human Society and its systematic
and perspective administration!
3/ the serious opposition, disagreement and resistance of the Satanic 10 percent begin, but by the
cleverness and standing of mankind very soon goes under control…
4/ the powerful and advanced managerial system of World Society will stable and begin its universal
reforms…
5/ the magnificent era of glorifying humanity start…
6/ peace and tranquility would be seen…
7/ the flow and running of positive energies in world and in politics, religions & beliefs, economics,
cultures and knowledge run simple and fast in a very easy way…
8/ the important step of controlling and eliminating the morale of oppression and ignorance, powerseeking, greed, selfishness etc. begins in the hands of the best of mankind from all countries by the
knowledge and administration of Worldwide Standard Human Society…
9/ justice and humanity prevail…
10/ man become ready to understand the earth-paradise, and live in it, (which is the pre-step of living
in the real and big paradise or heaven = the next step of human life)…
11/ the next steps of human life on the Earth and other worlds start (Various worlds of physics and
metaphysics)…

.....
This is the knowledge and world-view of Standard Humanism; by understanding and adopting
it our world becomes great as our universe is, and becomes big as we are big...
Human life just by a correct compiling of: "reason, heart and soul" and in the way of a perfect
joining of material & spiritual life, and with a universal world-view is complete, meaningful and
wide in the size of mankind.

And what if there are no perfect reforms in our life?!
The rest of Human world and life on this Earth - according to the nature of the Satanic 10
percent's world - would continue; and man to see of what really deserves, will shelter
him/herself under the Dream of Success in his/her mind! and not to live in reality with peace,
justice and progress…
But of course there would be also a slow growth with hope and success…
If we really believe that we deserve the bright and brilliant world of third millennium, then we
should move towards it by vote for Standard Humanism and Worldwide Standard Human
Society Administration instead of UN!
If we don't realize and accept the World of Standard Humanism we will remain in the World of
Satanic 10 Percent for some more centuries!
By peace & justice we will be able to pass thru our goal of existence and start our other lives!
(The Satanic 10 percent never let to live with peace & justice, and that's why our life is poor and incomplete,
with a never-ending process of correction...).
This is a try to save and change human life from primitive to advanced one by the participation
of All...
…..

The Satanic 10 Percent are very strong now,
before it is late adopt Standard Humanism to save the world!
http://www.standardhumanism.org

